
LEXION the revolution.



A new generation of  
LEXION  – the 7000 & 8000 series 



“In terms of output we’ve been  
blown away.”  
LEXION 8700, Tom Pearson, Norfolk.

“When it comes to fuel usage the 7500 
is quite phenomenal.” 
LEXION 7500, James Burton, Lincolnshire.

“The real focus was to maximise the 
output of the combine.” 
CONVIO FLEX HEADER,  
Andrew Smurthwaite, East Lothian.

“Truly exceptional.”  
LEXION 8900, Richard Ledger and Nigel 
Richardson, Kent.

An introduction to the new LEXION 
HYBRID 7000 and 8000 series.

ContentsWelcome

“It has now done over 850 hours, but 
we have never had to touch it.”  
LEXION 660 TERRA TRAC,  
J & M Marmion, Co. Meath. 

“A massive increase in capacity.” 
LEXION 8700, Kit Papworth and  
Patty Gwilliam, Norfolk.

“Smoother and quicker crop flow.”  
LEXION 7700, Robert Baker and  
Simon Farrow, Suffolk.

“Market leading, particularly in terms  
of output.”  
LEXION 8800, Harry Barton and  
Shaun Needham, Nottinghamshire.

“Impressively clean sample.”  
LEXION 8700, Neil Armstrong, 
Northumberland.

“Monster appetite.”  
LEXION 8900, Andrew Tetlow and Ben 
Latham, Cambridgeshire/Suffolk.

 “Capacity without the width.” 
TUCANO 560 MONTANA, Simon Walker, 
Somerset.

“CEMOS is constantly monitoring 
and tweaking.”  
LEXION 7700, Melton Harrold, Norfolk.

“Effortless power even when 
chopping straw.”  
LEXION 7500, Guthrie Whyte, 
Kincardineshire.

In 1995 we witnessed the introduction of 
a completely new concept in harvesting 
technology, the launch of LEXION, 
taking combine efficiency to a totally 
new level. 

24 years later the second generation 
of LEXION has been launched, setting 
even higher standards in harvesting 
excellence. The new range extends to 7 
models, 3 wide body and 4 narrow body 
versions, all capable of harvesting up to 
1800 hectares with a single combine.

More intelligent and even more efficient, 
a number of pre-series 7000 and 8000 
machines have been rigorously tried and 
tested in UK conditions this summer 
by our customers. In this brochure 
you’ll find out just how well their new 
combines performed this season.

We hope that you find their reports 
interesting and that you’ll agree, as we 
do, that no other combine can surpass 
the performance of the new  
generation LEXION.  

August 2019
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Please note that the customers’ Pre-series machines in this brochure were not badged with the new 7000 and 8000 numbers.4



755mm
Large threshing drum. 26% 
bigger for optimal crop flow.

Hydraulic threshing  
concave flap
Can be engaged from the cab or 
manually from outside.

MULTICROP
The easy procedure for 
changing the crop type by 
replacing the preconcave 
segments and the threshing 
concave segment keeps 
changeover times to a 
minimum.

Maximum separation 
performance
Smooth accelleration of the crop 
flow to as much as 20 m/s by 
APS SYNFLOW for maximum 
separation performance.

Straight and fuel-saving 
crop flow
No unnecessary changes of speed 
or direction, centrifugal forces are 
maintained for gentle straw handling.

New rotor concaves
More throughput with the 
lowest fuel consumption and 
top straw quality.

4D − for more 
performance with less 
losses on slopes
Now up to 4 rotor cover plates 
giving more control over the 
separation area for changing 
conditions.

Pivoting concave bar
Can be engaged hydraulically via 
CEBIS from the cab. For a fast 
response to a change in crop 
type and changing conditions.

600mm
Large feed drum, 37% bigger for 
optimal crop flow.

The all-new LEXION 7000-8000 featuring the APS SYNFLOW HYBRID
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NEW APS SYNFLOW HYBRID – for improved 
throughput and threshing performance

NEW Larger Grain Tank and faster unloading auger 
with up to 18,000 litre grain tank and 180 litre/second 
unloading

The all-new LEXION 7000-8000 featuring:

NEW Larger Concaves – for more controlled threshing 
and greater flexibility in different crop types

NEW FIELD SCANNER – for precise guidance

NEW CEBIS Touch Screen Display NEW Engines – up to 790 hp with DYNAMIC POWER 
and DYNAMIC COOLING

NEW Ground Drives – more powerful ground drives 
for road and field transport with the option of 40K road 
speed on narrow and wide body machines

NEW CEMOS AUTOMATIC – for intelligent operator 
assistance at the touch of a button

NEW QUANTIMETER – for precise measurement of yield 
with simplified calibration

NEW Cab – additional cab space, greater legroom, 
greater insulation and new grain tank window

The NEW LEXION 7000 and 8000 series combines,

8 9



FARM Little Mongeham Farms near Deal, 
Kent

FARMED AREA 1678ha (4146 acres)

CROPPING winter wheat 900ha (2224 acres) 
oilseed rape (OSR) 450ha (1112 acres)  
spring barley 130ha (320 acres)  
winter beans 70ha (173 acres)  
spring beans 28ha (69 acres)  
 forage maize 100ha (247 acres)

STAFF Richard and James Ledger plus Nigel 
Richardson and one other

Richard Ledger and Nigel Richardson | Kent | August 2019

LEXION 8900
“Almost more impressive than the 
output is its fuel use. The combine 
will now run for a good 13 hours 
before it needs a refill.”

Richard Ledger

LEXION
HISTORY

 1997 460 
1998 460  
2001 480 TT  
2003 480 Evolution TT 
2006 600 TT 
2007 600 TT 
2009 600 TT 
2012 770 TT 
2013 780 TT 
2015 780 TT 
2018 780 TT  
2019 8900 TT
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With some 1600ha of arable crops to cover, the team at 
Little Mongeham Farms are acutely focused on getting the 
most out of their machines, especially the combine.

“Being in the furthest south east corner of the UK we have 
a drier climate than most, which generally means we can 
get over the ground with just one machine,” says Richard 
Ledger.

“But we can’t always rely on the weather behaving and it’s a 
big ask to clear such a big area if time’s tight. For that reason 
we’ve always opted for the highest capacity combines, so 
last year when we were offered the opportunity to try out 
a pre-production version of CLAAS’ new flagship we were 
keen.”

So this harvest a LEXION 8900 arrived at Little Mongeham 
equipped with a 790hp engine and 12.8m VARIO header.

How has it performed?
“We’ve seen a definite increase in output when compared 
with our old 780 – we’re clearing 10-15% more ground,” says 
Richard Ledger.

“Because of that we got finished up good and early this year 
and were able to fit in an extra 60 acres for a neighbour.

“But what’s almost more impressive than the output is its 
fuel use. It’ll now run for a good 13 hours before it needs a 
refill, whereas the 780 would only manage 10 hours cutting 
on a tank.”

“The quality of the grain sample  
is startlingly good.” 

LEXION 8900 | Richard Ledger and Nigel Richardson | Kent

Sample quality
“The quality of the grain sample is startlingly good,” says 
operator Nigel Richardson.

“I’m convinced much of that is down to the new CEMOS 
Automatic system and its grain quality camera. 

“We’ve had CEMOS on our last two machines, but this 
version is a real revelation. I’ll occasionally twiddle a few 
things, but more often than not I end up going back to what 
the machine thinks is best.

“I leave it to make its own mind up about what settings it 
chooses and it then constantly monitors what’s going into 
the tank, tweaking things accordingly.”

Cab
“From a driver’s point of view the new cab is a pleasure. It’s 
so much quieter thanks to the new unloading auger driveline 
and the rubber-belt intake conveyor. There’s no clatter or 
booming whatsoever. The only noise is the grain hitting the 
tank window.”

Access and cleanliness
“The 8900 seems to create and trap much less dust than 
before. Up front the new feeder housing dust extractor 
keeps things clean and up in the engine bay all the surfaces 
are much smoother so that material just doesn’t build up.

“The side panels on the combine are lighter and swing up 
much more easily without dropping muck down the back of 
your neck.”

Road speed
“The step up from 30kph to 40kph has made a huge 
difference to us. With our ground spread across a 20 mile 
area we can be on the road a long time.

“We now get between blocks of land that much quicker and 
without causing such long traffic queues.”

Why CLAAS?
“We’ve stuck with CLAAS combines for the last 20-odd 
years because we know they’ll reliably cover the acreage. 
More recently we’ve stuck with a one-combine approach, 
but to do that we need the highest capacity we can get, 
hence we always tend to go for the largest model on offer,” 
explains Richard Ledger.

“As far as the machine goes, I’ve always felt that CLAAS 
combines produce the best sample and this new 8900 is 
truly exceptional in that department.” 

12



“From a driver’s point of view 
the new cab is a pleasure. It’s 
so much quieter thanks to the 
new unloading auger driveline 

and the rubber-belt intake 
conveyor.” Nigel Richardson
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“The step up from 30kph to 40kph has made a huge 
difference to us.”  Richard Ledger
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FARM AWT Farm Services LLP, Cambs, 
Suffolk, Essex borders

FARMED AREA 2000ha (4942 acres)

CROPPING  winter wheat 1000ha (2470 acres) 
oilseed rape (OSR) 300ha (741 acres)  
winter barley 360ha (890 acres)  
spring barley 140ha (346 acres)  
winter beans 46ha (114 acres)  
spring oats 140ha (346 acres)

STAFF Andrew Tetlow, Anthony Wiseman 
and John Latham plus two full-timers 
and another three at harvest/drilling

LEXION
HISTORY

 2003 480 Evo 
2005 600 
2008 600TT 
2010 750TT 
2011 770TT 
2013 760TT 
2014 780TT 
2019 8900TT

“Consistently through the 
years CLAAS has produced 
the highest capacity 
machines on the market 
and this new 8900 takes 
them ahead of the game 
once again.” Andrew Tetlow

Andrew Tetlow and Ben Latham | Cambridgeshire/Suffolk | August 2019

LEXION 8900
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Over the last 20 years AWT Farm Services has seen its 
cropped area grow from 688ha (1700 acres) to 2000ha 
(4940 acres). In that time the requirement for harvesting 
capacity has grown accordingly with CLAAS combines 
consistently fulfilling that role.

Until now two LEXION (a 780 and a 760) have been 
employed to gather the business’ mixed cropping, but the 
arrival this harvest of a 790hp pre-production 8900 has 
given the partnership confidence that the ultimate goal of 
moving back to one machine might well be possible.

How has it performed?
“On this new machine virtually everything has grown – drum, 
concaves, sieves, augers and of course the engine. With 
790hp it’s certainly not short on power, we’ve seen a really 
substantial increase in output to the point that I think we 
could realistically drop the 760 for next harvest and run one 
big one on its own. 

“It’s great having all this capacity, but the machine’s got 
to be capable of producing a decent sample as well. This 
pre-production 8900 has taken us completely by surprise 

in that department – it’s chomping through a huge amount 
more crop in an hour and the grain is significantly cleaner 
than before.

“That’s got to be down to CEMOS Automatic getting it right 
– it can adapt to changes in crop conditions so much faster 
than any operator. It’s constantly adjusting itself to see what 
it can do better and the result is quite startling.

“It’s really noticeable when a trailer takes one load off the 
760 and another off the 8900 – the difference is like night 
and day.”

Unloading
With its monster appetite the 8900 has had to have a 
significantly uprated discharge set-up. After all there’s not 
much point having all that capacity if the machine has to sit 
waiting for trailers.

“With twin augers in the bottom of the tank and a much 
bigger spout the new combine takes just over a minute 
to empty its 15,000-litre hopper – it’s quite phenomenal,” 
explains operator Ben Latham.

“The new driveline is so much quieter than before and being 
able to switch between unloading at 180-litres/second and 
90-litres at a flick of a switch is just brilliant. I tend to run 
it flat out to begin with and then top off the trailer at half 
speed. That way you take the pressure off the tractor drivers 
and avoid any spillages while ensuring they’re always getting 
a full load.

“With such huge quantities of grain pouring out of the spout 
it’s pretty important to make sure you’re hitting the target. 
Having the auger able to swing even further forward than 
before means you’re not craning you neck to see and can 
keep an eye on what the header’s doing at the same time.”

Cleanliness 
“We tend to blow off the combine every morning as a matter 
of course and that job has become so much easier on the 
8900 with so many fewer lips and ledges for dust to get 
hung up on.

“The elevator sucker-blower keeps things really clean down 
below, while the flat pan under the engine bay means a 
quick blast with the air line clears it right out.”

LEXION 8900 | Andrew Tetlow and Ben Latham | Cambridgeshire/Suffolk

…the 8900 takes just over a minute to 
empty its 15,000-litre hopper.”

CEBIS and CEMOS
“The whole new touchscreen CEBIS set-up is a real leap 
forward. The menus are so much more easily and quickly 
accessed – I just hit the relevant part of the combine graphic 
on the screen and the settings menu for that function pops 
up.

“And it’s the same story with CEMOS Automatic. Now 
integrated into the CEBIS screen, you tweak it in just the 
same way.

“Not that it needs much adjusting. I’ve found that it’s just a 
case of inputting the crop type and then letting the combine 

sort itself out. I can’t get more output or a better sample 
than with the CEMOS settings.  

“It is a true set-and-forget system that leaves me to 
concentrate on what’s coming up whether it’s laid crop, 
badger sets or lunch…”

Why CLAAS?
“Consistently through the years CLAAS has produced the 
highest capacity machines on the market and this new 8900 
takes them ahead of the game once again,” says Andrew 
Tetlow.

“We need that capacity to get over our acreage and to get 
us to our ultimate cost-saving goal of going back to running 
just one combine. This new machine looks like that might 
really be possible.

“More important than that is the back-up – our MANNS fitter 
Peter Basset has looked after us for almost half a century. 
What he doesn’t know isn’t worth knowing.

“We opt for MAXICARE and lease the combine because we 
like having completely fixed costs so that we can budget 
accurately and never have any nasty surprises.” 

“The whole new touchscreen CEBIS set-up is a real leap forward. The menus are so 
much more easily and quickly accessed.”  Ben Latham
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“The 8900 has taken us completely by surprise – it’s chomping through a huge 
amount more crop in an hour and the grain is significantly cleaner than before.” 

Andrew Tetlow 2120



FARM JD and RJ Baker Farms Ltd,  
near Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk

FARMED AREA 810ha (2000 acres)

CROPPING  winter wheat 365ha (900 acres)  
oilseed rape (OSR) 243ha (600 acres)  
spring barley 40ha (99 acres)  
sugar beet 162ha (400 acres)

STAFF Robert Baker and Simon Farrow plus two 
others full-time

LEXION
HISTORY

 2004 480  
2009 580+ 
2012 760 TT 
2019 7700 TT 
 
 

LEXION 7700
“We can push this 
new machine so much 
harder… We’re seeing  
15-20% more output 
from the 7700.”

Robert Baker

Robert Baker and Simon Farrow | Suffolk | August 201922
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With seven faultless harvests under its belt JD and RJ Baker 
Farms’ 760TT had proved itself to be a reliable performer. 
But when the prospect of trying a new generation 
pre-production LEXION came up, it was too good an 
opportunity to turn down, according to Robert Baker.

“We tend to keep our combines for four of five years, but our 
760 was such a good one that we felt we could stretch it 
further. In fact, even at seven years old I was pretty reluctant 
to let it go, but we didn’t want to push our luck.

“We were offered the opportunity to try one of these 
top-secret new LEXION so I jumped at the chance. It also 
coincided with a move from 24m to 32m tramlines as part of 
our attempt to have more of a controlled traffic approach.

“Being able to run a 10.8m header meant we had the 
prospect of realistically squeezing three runs into each 
tramline. With RTK steering that’s worked out just right.”

How has the 7700 performed?
“As a conservative estimate I’d say we’re seeing 15-20% 
more output from the 7700 compared with our old 760, if 
not more,” says Robert.

“Previously our limiting factor was sieve losses. We can 
push this new machine so much harder – it’s either rotor 
losses or engine loading that put a cap on what it’ll do. 

…and quicker reaction to crop changes.” 

LEXION 7700 | Robert Baker and Simon Farrow | Suffolk

“But it’s not all about the heap of grain in the shed at the 
end of the day – we’re seeing a huge improvement in the 
sample too.”

Clean sample 
“It’s always hard to tell how good a sample is until you get 
the analysis back, but by eye everything coming off the new 
machine seemed significantly cleaner. 

“The proof came in the oilseed rape when we were able to 
turn the dresser off. Usually we run everything going into 
store over the cleaner just to get the greens out, but this 
year there was no need for it.

“I’m convinced that a lot of that is down to the new sieves. 
The bigger frog-mouths mean there’s far more surface area 
and we’re able to run with far more wind than before without 
chucking grain out over the back.”

Crop flow – APS SYNFLOW HYBRID
“The flow of crop through the new combine is so much 
smoother and quicker than before,” says operator  
Simon Farrow.

“That’s got to be a result of the redesigned APS system 
– with bigger diameter drums, all speed-matched, it’s not 
affected by lumpy green crops and just keeps chomping 
through it. As a result, engine loading is more even so you 

don’t get that surging effect, which has got to be good for 
everything from losses through to belt life.

“On top of that the CRUISE CONTROL system seems to 
be much quicker to react to changes in the crop and so the 
whole machine runs more smoothly.”

Chop quality
“We’ve seen a massive improvement in the straw chopper. 
The quality of chop is so much more consistent and so the 
straw is spread that much more evenly,” explains Simon.

“Having hydraulic counter-knife adjustment is fantastic – I 
can just tweak it according to engine loading and the job it’s 
doing.”

Why CLAAS?
“We’d always run CLAAS combines since my grandfather’s 
days, but in the 1990s had a brief dabble with another 
manufacturer. It wasn’t the best decision and it was then 
that we realised the true value of German engineering and 
build quality,” says Robert.

“More critical than that is the back-up we get. Our dealer – 
MANNS – provide phenomenal service. If there is a problem 
they’ll always find a solution and if it’s not a quick fix they’ll 
have a replacement machine in the field within a few hours.”
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“With APS SYNFLOW HYBRID the flow of crop through the new 
combine is so much smoother and quicker than before.” 

Simon Farrow
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“We’re seeing a huge improvement in sample. The proof came in the oilseed 
rape when we were able to turn the dresser off.”  Robert Baker
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“The new combine has 
completely blown my 
expectations out of the water.”

Kit Papworth

Kit Papworth and Patty Gwilliam | Norfolk | August 2019

LEXION 8700

FARM LF Papworth Ltd, near Norfolk

FARMED AREA 1700ha (4200 acres)

CROPPING  winter wheat 500ha (1235 acres)  
oilseed rape (OSR) 400ha (988 acres)  
spring barley 200ha (494 acres)  
winter barley 200ha (494 acres)  
vining peas 70ha (173 acres)  
potatoes 200ha (494 acres)  
sugar beet 130ha (321 acres)

STAFF Tim and Kit Papworth plus nine others  
full-time

LEXION
HISTORY

 1996 460 
1999 480 
2006 570 TT 
2011 570 TT 
2012 760 TT 
2016 750 TT 
2019 8700 TT 
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“A massive             
    increase  
      in capacity…
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Clean sample
“With so many of our combinable crops going for seed, 
sample cleanliness is a key focus for us. It’s all about 
conditioning the grain so it doesn’t deteriorate in store.

“Usually we dress everything going into the bins to keep it 
cool. This year it hasn’t been necessary because what’s 
coming off the combine is so clean.

“When we got into the rape it immediately became apparent 
that things were different. What was coming out the back of 
the trailers was just pure black – there was barely a fleck of 
chopped pod or stem.

“With an admix of 0.4% - 0.8% it was too good really. When 
we got into the cereals we decided we could sacrifice 
sample quality a little to get extra output, but no matter how 
much harder we pushed the combine we could barely see 
any increase in rubbish in the heap.

“The 8700’s ability to keep things clean while pumping out 
quite so many tonnes each hour is quite something really. It’s 
down to a combination of factors including the grain quality 
camera and improved airflow over the sieves. But central to 
all of this is CEMOS Automatic’s ability to constantly tweak 
the machine’s settings to get the best out of it.”

CEMOS Automatic
“I’ve been driving combines for 40-odd years and so I’m a bit 
of an old-school dinosaur,” says operator Patty Gwilliam.

“Until this year I was pretty convinced that no automatic 
system could do a better job than an experienced driver, but 
this new machine has completely thrown that theory out of 
the window.

“This new version of CEMOS is absolutely brilliant – it can 
react so much quicker than any human to changes in  
the crop and will push the machine that much harder  
than you would naturally feel confident doing yourself  
– all that without seeing any increase in losses or harm  
to the sample.”

“This new version of 
CEMOS is absolutely 

brilliant – it can react so 
much quicker than any 

human to changes in the 
crop.” Patty Gwilliam

…with a single harvester to 
do all the work.”
Tucked well up into the wilds of north Norfolk, as a business 
LF Papworth has long looked for added value markets for 
its produce. While root crops often achieve this, extended 
distances from mills and processing plants mean it’s not 
quite as simple for combinable crops.   

To counter this over the last few decades Kit and Tim 
Papworth have concentrated their arable enterprise’s efforts 
on seed production. While this generates a premium over 
standard commodity prices, it requires a great deal of 
attention to detail and an assurance that crops are cut at 
the optimum time.

To achieve this the company has always run two LEXION 
combines, giving a guaranteed capacity that has seen every 
acre cut in good time.

“Running two combines has given us the output we require 
to ensure we clear crops at their best and importantly 
before we see any impact on germination rates,” explains 
Kit Papworth.

“But there’s a cost to running a pair of machines and the 
associated trailers and infrastructure. Over the last few 
years I’ve done a lot of spreadsheet-bashing to see if we 
could streamline the job with a move to a single harvester.

“Hearing that CLAAS had a new generation of high-output 
LEXION on the way, I was keen to put our name down to 
have a pre-production machine and test the theory.”

How has the 8700 performed?
“With this new combine we have seen a massive increase  
in capacity.”

“Previously with our 750 and 760 running together we’d be 
averaging 50 tonnes an hour coming into store. With the 
8700 running solo it’s closer to 60 tonnes an hour. I’ll admit 
I was initially nervous about switching from two machines 
to one, but the new combine has completely blown my 
expectations out of the water.

“Of course much of this extra output is down to having more 
horsepower and much bigger threshing gear, but it’s the 
technology that really makes the difference.

“CEMOS Auto knows what’s best for the machine and how 
to reach the targets you have set for it.”

Grain tank and unloading auger
“All this extra output wouldn’t be possible if the new 
combine didn’t have a bigger tank and spout.

“At 13,500-litres it sounds a lot, but it doesn’t take long to 
fill up. Without the extra capacity you’d have to have a trailer 
alongside you all the time.

“It’s a completely different mindset to running two combines. 
The tractor drivers need to be under the spout the minute 
the lights start flashing and there’s no hanging about to top 
off the trailers – if they’re close to the gateway they need 
to be gone to get back in time for another load. With just 
one harvester running it’s all about keeping going without 

any stoppages – that proved to be the key in maintaining 
maximum efficiency.”

Header 
“The AUTO CONTOUR cutterbar float is superb – it’s reacts 
so much faster than before so that even with a 12m header 
working on uneven ground the stubble height is level. 

“Being able to hydraulically adjust the forward pitch of the 
whole table is really useful. In laid crops it angles the lifters 
right forward so that they just scoop up whatever is there 
whereas normally they’d tend to bung up.

“The auto blockage stop is another big plus-point. By 
cutting drive to the header the second it senses crop 
loading getting close to a stuff-up, it avoids hours of 
downtime unblocking rotors and gives me the confidence to 
push the machine to its limits.”

Why CLAAS?
“Having run CLAAS combines for the last 40-odd years we 
have ultimate faith in the brand,” says Kit.

“All equipment breaks down at some point, but it’s all about 
the people who mend it – their attitude and ability makes 
all the difference and that’s where we have the belief in our 
dealer MANNS.

“If they’re prepared to invest in a new depot on our  
doorstep then that gives us the confidence to invest  with 
them.”

LEXION 8700 | Kit Papworth and Patty Gwilliam | Norfolk
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“The 8700’s ability to keep things clean while pumping out  
so many tonnes each hour is quite something really.”  Kit Papworth
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FARM Raynham Farming Co near Fakenham, 
Norfolk 

ESTATE AREA 2024ha (5000 acres)  
Cropping 1400ha

CROPPING  winter wheat 350ha (865 acres)  
spring barley 180ha (445 acres)  
oilseed rape (OSR) 130ha (370 acres) 
spring beans 100ha (247 acres)  
forage maize 300ha (321 acres)  
sugar beet 210ha (518 acres)  
forage rye 200ha (494 acres) 
remainder in grassland and woodland. 

LIVESTOCK 200 Angus suckler 
cows plus 230 followers  
1 x 400,000  
bird broiler unit  
1 x 200,000  
bird broiler unit 

AD PLANT 5mW biogas digester

STAFF Tom Pearson plus 
12 full-timers and 2 
casuals

“The CEMOS grain quality 
camera is constantly 
monitoring the sample and 
adjusting settings accordingly 
– it’s a phenomenal piece of 
technology.”

Tom Pearson

Tom Pearson | Norfolk | August 2019

LEXION 8700
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“In terms of output we’ve been   
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The last couple of years have seen some big changes in the 
cropping at Raynham Farming Co. With a new anaerobic 
digester coming online the arable area has dropped, making 
way for 300ha (740 acres) of forage maize and 200ha (496 
acres) of rye.

That shift in direction prompted arable production manager 
Tom Pearson to start looking at a change of combine.

“Previously the estate ran a large pure rotary machine with 
a 13.6m header, but I wasn’t convinced it was the most 
efficient option for us.

“So I started looking at our options. In a previous life I’d had 
experience of CLAAS LEXION and after looking closely at all 
the options was convinced that was the route to go down.

“We’d pretty much done a deal on a 770 when I was told 
about a new generation coming for this harvest. It didn’t 
take much to persuade us to trial a pre-production 8700.”

How has it performed?
“In terms of output we’ve been blown away by what the new 
machine churns out in a day. We’re averaging 60-65  tonnes 
an hour in 10t/ha crops of wheat, which is 10-15% more 
than we could get out of our previous combine, despite 
having a 3m narrower header.

“When we thought we’d be seeing a reduction in our 
workrates, we’re actually covering more ground in a day with 
far fewer breakdowns. In truth we could cut a great deal 
more acres with the 8700 – we view it as an opportunity to 
avoid cutting anything that’s over 17% moisture.

“Much of this is down to the flow of material through the 
machine – the bigger drum and redesigned crop channel 
means everything feeds consistently without peaks and 
troughs making the engine surge.

“The result of that is that we can go an hour later in the 
evening, whereas before we’d have to give up because the 
crop just wouldn’t feed.”

CEMOS
“I’d never had experience of CEMOS before this harvest, but 
it has really impressed me. It’s amazing to watch it adapting 
to changing crop conditions.

“It’s far sharper than any human operator, despite me 
originally thinking it wouldn’t be, and means you get so 
much more out of the machine. For example if you tried 
running without it in cereals you’d be limited to about 5kph. 
Flicking it back in, you immediately see it pick-up the pace, 
comfortably running at closer to 6.5kph.”

CEBIS
“The new touchscreen set-up is beautifully simplistic – if you 
want to alter fan speed you touch the image on the screen. 
It’s very responsive and you quickly see things change.

“But depending on your preferences and what you’ve been 
used to you can access the relevant menus via a range of 
different ways – buttons, dials or the touchscreen.”

LEXION 8700 | Tom Pearson | Norfolk

“We are averaging 10-15% more despite 
having a 3m narrower header.”
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Sample quality
“The 8700 turns out an unbelievably clean sample. Our 
heap of rape was jet black. That’s got to be down to a 
combination of factors – the sieves and fans are doing a 
better job, but the biggest thing is the way the CEMOS 
grain quality camera is constantly monitoring the sample 
and adjusting settings accordingly – it’s a phenomenal 
piece of technology.”

Grain tank
“Having 13,500-litres of on-board storage is fantastic 
given the 8700’s appetite and, complemented by the 
unloading auger, it really means you can make the most 
of the machine’s potential.

“Being able to spew out 180-litres/second means the 
trailers don’t need to be running alongside for half a mile 
to get a full load, leading to less time off the tramlines. 
And the facility to cut it down to half speed makes 
topping off trailers a safer bet.”

Cleanliness
“The redesigned engine bay has made a huge difference 
to how clean things stay. It’s now a really quick job to 
blow it down and the DYNAMIC COOLING package is 
now able to keep everything clear as it’s running along.”  

“Having 13,500-litres 
of on-board storage 
is fantastic given the 
8700’s appetite.” 

Tom Pearson
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“The bigger drum and redesigned crop channel means 
everything feeds consistently without peaks and troughs  
making the engine surge.”  Tom Pearson
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“It looks like the new 
combine is burning about 
20% less diesel per tonne 
of grain harvested.”

Melton Harrold

Melton Harrold | Norfolk | August 2019

LEXION 7700

FARM GW Harrold and Partners, near Fakenham, 
Norfolk

FARMED AREA 2024ha (5000 acres)

CROPPING  winter wheat 405ha (1000 acres)  
winter barley 405ha (1000 acres)  
spring barley 405ha (1000 acres)  
oilseed rape (OSR) 60ha (150 acres)  
sugar beet 250ha (618 acres)  
vining peas 101ha (250 acres)  
land let for potatoes 110ha (270 acres) 
remainder as grass and woodland

LIVESTOCK 400 red deer plus 150 fallow 
600 outdoor sows plus 4000 finishing pigs

STAFF Melton and Dan Harrold, Bruce Lockhart plus 
eight full-timers 

LEXION
HISTORY

 2004 580  
2006 570 
2010 580+ TT 
2012 750 TT 
2013 760 TT  
2017 760 TT 
2019 7700
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…I just punch in the crop type and 
let it get on with the job.”
With over 1255ha (3100 acres) of combinable crops spread 
out across four different farms, the Harrold family have long 
stuck with a policy of running two mid-size combines to get 
crops cut in good time and in good condition.   

Up until this year the business operated a brace of LEXION 
760 TTs, but with the older machine heading towards its 
seventh birthday it seemed sensible to consider a change.

“Our 2013 760 had done six harvests and had been 
incredibly reliable, but I didn’t want to push our luck,” 
explains Melton Harrold.

“I had supreme confidence in it and could probably have 
pushed it on for a good few more years, but I thought it 
would be sensible to get a quote to see how much it would 
be to change.

“It was at that point that I learned there was a new 
generation of LEXION on the way and was asked if I’d trial 
a pre-production 7700 – the largest narrow-body hybrid. 
Specced with a 10.8m header and all the toys, I didn’t take 
much persuasion.” 

How has it performed?
“One of the most noticeable changes is how much smoother 
the flow of crop is through the machine.

“The bigger drum and more direct line that material has to 
travel through to the rotors has made a huge difference. 
It’s really obvious in green, lumpy crops – the guts of the 
combine don’t tend to rattle and grunt and the engine isn’t 
constantly surging. 

“That appears to have had a big effect on fuel usage – it 
looks like the new combine is burning about 20% less diesel 
per tonne of grain harvested.”

CEMOS
“We’ve had a CLAAS CEMOS crop settings system since it 
first came out seven years ago, so I’ve seen it evolve.

“It’s now fantastic. In fact it’s so good that I’ll just punch 
in the crop type when we get into a new field and let it get 
on with the job of setting itself up. We’ll rarely change any 
settings because with all the information coming in from all 
over the machine, the computer can do a better job than we 
can, constantly monitoring and tweaking things to get the 
best result.  

“It’s a particular benefit when you’ve got a less experienced 
driver in the seat. I know that the combine will be running 
at maximum capacity and producing a decent sample no 
matter who’s behind the wheel.” 

CEBIS
“I was initially sceptical about the new touchscreen version 
of CEBIS having been used to the old system, but after a few 
hours in the seat you quickly become used to it.

“It’s so easy to access the various menus just by touching 
the relevant part of the combine image on the screen – it’s 
just very intuitive.”

Why CLAAS?
“Any combine can do a good job in wheat, but it’s barley 
that will properly test a machine’s ability. In my opinion the 
LEXION is the only harvester that can consistently maintain 
output and a decent sample, no matter what crop it’s in.

“Of course back-up is the critical factor and we’re very lucky 
to be so well looked after by our local dealer. On top of all 
that CLAAS combines always retain a decent resale value, 
so depreciation is kept to a minimum.” 

LEXION 7700 | Melton Harrold | Norfolk
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“We’ll rarely change any 
settings, because with all 
the information coming in 
from all over the machine, 

the computer can do a 
better job than we can.”  

Melton Harrold
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“The bigger drum and more direct line that material has to  
travel through to the rotors has made a huge difference.”  Melton Harrold 4544



FARM D&B Farming Co. Ltd, near Sleaford, 
Lincs

FARMED AREA 2145ha (5300 acres)

CROPPING
(INCL.  
CONTRACTING)

 winter wheat 1295ha (3200 acres) 
spring barley 526ha (1300 acres) 
oilseed rape (OSR) 325ha (800 acres)  
spring wheat 80ha (200 acres)  
plus 100ha (250 acres) forage maize 
and 100ha (250 acres) sugar beet

STAFF James and Simon Burton plus two 
full-timers and three others at harvest

LEXION
HISTORY

 2013  780  
2018 650  
2019 7500

LEXION 7500
“I’ve cut over 2000 acres with 
the 7500 this harvest and 
haven’t once altered a setting 
on the machine.”

James Burton

James Burton | Lincolnshire | August 201946



“When it comes to fuel usage the  
         7500 is quite phenomenal.”
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With a business that mixes contract farming, stubble-to-
stubble contracting and in-house arable operations, D&B 
Farming has a seemingly ever-increasing workload.

“Each year I kid myself that we’ll sit still for a minute and 
consolidate what we do, but we constantly get asked to 
take on more ground,” says James Burton who farms in 
partnership with brother Simon.

“The arable acreage we cut has grown from 500 acres six 
years ago to well over 5500 acres today and so inevitably 
we’ve had to up our combine capacity accordingly.

“The first CLAAS combine we bought was a two-year-
old LEXION 780 in 2015 which is still with us today. The 
minute we got it in the field it blew us away both in terms 
of capacity and reliability. So when more ground landed in 
their laps two years ago and extra harvesting capacity was 
required, another LEXION was the obvious choice, this time 
a smaller straw walker 650.

But last season the brothers were asked to take on yet 
more ground and it became obvious more capacity would 
be required.

“We wanted to go for another hybrid rotary purely for 
capacity and were initially looking at another second-hand 
780. But when we sat down and did the maths it became 
obvious that it made sense to have a slightly smaller brand 
new machine.

“At that point CLAAS revealed that they’d be running a 
number of pre-production LEXION in the UK and asked 
if we’d be interested. We leapt at the chance and put our 
name down for a narrow-bodied 7500.”

“I’ve been blown away by  
how good the CEMOS is.” 

LEXION 7500 | James Burton  |  Lincolnshire

How has it performed?
“The 7500 has really taken us by surprise. It’ll happily 
average 50-55t/hour in wheat – more than the demo 760 
we had.

“In fact it’s not far off the 780 which will generally chomp 
along at 65-70t/hour. The only time it really drops behind it 
when we’re chopping straw.

Speed and fuel
“At first the 7500 came with a 30ft VARIO 9300 header. It 
had a bit of teething trouble so CLAAS EASTERN lent us 
their 35ft 1080 which we were initially concerned would be 
too much for it.

“Far from it, the extra 5ft of cutterbar means we’re now 
travelling at a more sensible forward speed – generally 
around 5-7kph in wheat. It’s not going back!”

“When it comes to fuel usage the 7500 is quite 
phenomenal. Dropping green-strawed spring barley in the 
swath it burnt diesel at two-thirds of the rate of the 780 on a 
like-for-like, acre-for-acre basis.”

QUANTIMETER
“The new weigh-cell QUANTIMETER is phenomenally 
accurate. We tested it repeatedly against the weighbridge 
at the beginning of harvest and the furthest it was out was 
80kg across a 50 acre field.

“It’s meant we no longer have to run every trailer over the 
weighbridge which represents a massive time saving for 
us. We can be confident we’re accurately recording what’s 
coming off every field.”

CEMOS Automatic
“I’ve cut over 2000 acres with the 7500 this harvest and 
haven’t once altered a setting on the machine. I just punch 
in the crop type when we change fields and let CEMOS set 
the combine up as it sees best.

“Before I had this new machine I wouldn’t have bothered 
with it because I felt I could do a pretty good job of setting 
the combine up right. Early on I would try and tweak things 
myself, but every time I did I saw performance drop off. I’ve 
been blown away by how good CEMOS is. You just start it 
up and drive.

“When my relief driver took over it was a struggle to get him 
out of the seat. He was blown away by how easy it was to 
drive and sent me a text saying he wasn’t going to let me 
have the combine back!”

Grain quality camera
“The sample the 7500 produces is unbelievably good. 
Pretty much all the way through harvest I’ve had CEMOS 
set to maximum throughput because there’s literally not a 
spec of muck in the tank.

“At one point in really dry wheat the grain quality camera 
started to spot a few cracked grains and suggested moving 
to smoother threshing. I wasn’t sure about it, but went with 
it and sure enough the broken grains disappeared. After 
my initial scepticism, I’m 100% certain now that it can do a 
better job of setting the machine up than I can.”
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“The new weigh-cell QUANTIMETER 
is phenomenally accurate. It’s meant 
we no longer have to run every 
trailer over the weighbridge which 
represents a massive time saving for 
us.” 

James Burton

FIELD SCANNER
“Previously I’d be used to LASER PILOT steering, but 
the new cab mounted FIELD SCANNER is much better 
at steering round corners or following tramlines. In fact 
I can trust it to pretty much do entire headlands – it’s 
absolutely brilliant.

“It works well in conjunction with the GPS and I can easily 
switch between the two if satellite accuracy drops off. 

“Anything that means you don’t have to steer is good 
news in my book, I can make calls, concentrate on what’s 
coming up and tuck into some grub.”

CRUISE PILOT
“The new version of CRUISE PILOT is significantly 
smoother and seems to process all the information 
coming in that much faster.

“The combine knows its limits so much better than I do 
and keeps itself running at the maximum all the time.” 

Why CLAAS?
“The single biggest factor for us in choosing CLAAS 
machines is the back-up we get from our dealer CLAAS 
EASTERN.

“The service we get from them is unbelievably good – 
they’re generally with us within an hour of us calling in a 
problem. On the very rare occasion that they can’t get 
out to us immediately they’re honest about it, so we’re 
not hanging around waiting. If it’s something we can fix 
ourselves they’ll sort out the parts we need and help us 
out with advice over the phone.

“We’ve also got complete confidence in the product. 
Our 780 is now in its seventh season and has been 
unbelievably reliable. It is gobsmacking what it can do in a 
day and how rarely it gives trouble.”  
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“I can trust the FIELD SCANNER to pretty much do entire 
headlands – it’s absolutely brilliant.”  James Burton 5150



FARM Barton and Co, near Gainsborough, 
Nottinghamshire 

FARMED AREA 1650ha (4080 acres)

CROPPING  winter wheat 710ha (1755 acres)  
winter barley 231ha (570 acres)  
oilseed rape (OSR) 248ha (612 acres)  
spring oats 231ha (570 acres)  
spring barley 231ha (570 acres)

STAFF William and Harry Barton,  
Shaun Needham plus two other  
full-timers and another two at harvest

LEXION
HISTORY

 1999 460 
2002 460 
2004 580 
2005 580 TT 
2007 580+ TT 
2011 770 TT 
2016 780 TT 
2019  8800 TT

“We’ve seen a definite increase 
in output and it’s particularly 
noticeable in damp crops – 
nothing seems to slow it up.”

Harry Barton

 Harry Barton and Shaun Needham | Nottinghamshire | August 2019

LEXION 8800
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“Market  
   leading…
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LEXION combines have been central to the arable operation 
at Barton and Co near Gainsborough for over two decades.

As the farmed acreage has grown, so too have the 
combines. A shift a few years ago to a controlled traffic 
approach meant a 12m header and extended unloading 
auger became essential – a 780TT with 1280 VARIO header 
and 7XL spout comfortably handling the task. 

This year has seen another step up again with the business 
running a pre-production 8800 LEXION.

How has it performed?
“We’ve seen a definite increase in output and it’s particularly 
noticeable in damp crops – nothing seems to slow it up,” 
says Harry Barton. 

“On top of that the sample is much improved all round.”

Threshing
“Having a much bigger APS drum and concave has made 
a huge difference to the flow of crop through the machine,” 
explains operator Shaun Needham.

“The bigger diameter cylinder means the tip speed is 
faster and there’s more inertia, so there’s not so much of a 
tendency for it to slow down when it comes under load.

“Because of this I’m also able to run with the concaves set 
that much wider so the whole machine isn’t under as much 
pressure.”

Cab
“The smoother flow of material through the threshing gear 
has had a big effect on noise. The cab is so much quieter 
as a result, helped by the rubber belt intake elevator and 
the new unloading auger driveline – you barely know when 
you’ve got it running.”

Unloading auger
“The speed that the new spout discharges at is quite 
phenomenal – but we need it given how quickly the tank  
fills up.

“Being 15,000-litres is essential with the appetite of the 
8800 and it means we can get that much further before the 
chaser-bin needs to be back under the spout.”

CEBIS
“The new CEBIS touchscreen looks totally different, but the 
great thing is that it basically works the same way as before, 
just with more features and easier to access menus. 

“It’s great just being able to tap the relevant part of the 
combine image and the computer instantly brings up 
the settings page you require enabling more in-depth 
adjustments.” 

Why CLAAS?
“We stick with CLAAS because we believe the product is 
market leading, particularly in terms of output,” says Harry.

“The increase in the capacity of the LEXION over the years 
has coincided with the growth in our farmed area – it’s 
always been a good match.

“On top of that we get great back-up.”   

LEXION 8800 | Harry Barton and Shaun Needham | Nottinghamshire

…particularly in terms of output.”               
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“The smoother flow of 
material through the 

threshing gear has had a 
big effect on noise. The 

cab is so much quieter as 
a result.” Shaun Needham
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“The speed that the new spout discharges at is quite 
phenonmenal.”  Harry Barton 5756



“How CEMOS achieves 
such a clean sample 
while getting the output is 
impressive.”

Neil Armstrong

Neil Armstrong | Northumberland | August 2019

LEXION 8700

FARM JE Armstrong and Sons, near Berwick-upon-Tweed, 
Northumberland

FARMED AREA 1100ha (2720 acres)

CROPPING winter wheat 450ha (1110 acres)  
winter barley 81ha (200 acres)  
oilseed rape (OSR) 190ha (470 acres)  
land let for potatoes 65ha (160 acres)  
vining peas 142ha (350 acres) 
carrots 20ha (50 acres)  
plus 100ha (250 acres) permanent pasture and  
50ha (124 acres) in environmental schemes

LIVESTOCK 130 Angus suckler cows plus 130 followers

STAFF Neil, David and James Armstrong plus three full-timers and 
another two at harvest

LEXION
HISTORY

 1996 460  
2000 460 Evo 
2003 480 
2005 580+ 4wd 
2010 600TT 
2015 780TT 
2019 8700TT
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“Impressively 
     clean sample…
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With some 1000ha of crops to clear, often in less-than-kind 
weather conditions, the Armstrong family have to make the 
most of the chances they get. To do that they need a high 
capacity combine capable of getting grain in the shed as 
quickly as possible. 

Up until now the Northumberland-based contract farming 
operation has run the biggest CLAAS LEXION combines 
available to achieve this. But this season has seen a change 
to a mid-range wide-bodied LEXION hybrid – a pre-
production 8700. 

How has it performed?
“When it came to ordering the machine I was a little 
concerned that the 8700 would be a bit of a step down from 
the 780, but that’s proved not to be the case,” says Neil 
Armstrong.

“Despite being less powerful than the old machine, the new 
one has the edge over it, generally churning out 10% more 
grain in a day, even with the green damp straw we inevitably 
end up in up here in north Northumberland.

“In my mind that extra capacity has got to be down to the 
technology – the new version of CEMOS is just very clever.”

CEMOS Automatic
“The way CEMOS can adjust all the settings for the drum, 
concaves, sieves, fan and rotors all simultaneously is just 
amazing. How it achieves such a clean sample while getting 
the output is impressive.

“Quite often the grain is too clean even when I have 
everything set to maximum throughput.”

Unloading
“The new unloading auger set-up is a massive improvement. 
It’s so much quieter and the rate it empties at is impressive. 
It’s over and done with in a minute.

“It’s great having the option to shut it down to half speed to 
top off trailers, making sure they’re properly full each load.”

Daily maintenance
“With auto-lube there is virtually no daily servicing at all. The 
redesigned engine bay stays a great deal cleaner. I only tend 
to blow it down every 3-4 days now whereas it was a daily 
job previously.

Header pitch control
“Being able to alter the angle of the cutterbar from the cab is 
a real bonus. It’s a real advantage when you get into laid or 
twisted crops.

LEXION 8700 | Neil Armstrong | Northumberland

“A clever but simple thing, like everything else on these new 
machines, these latest changes are all designed to make 
things easier for the operator.”

40kph Transmission
“With our land spread across an 11-mile area, being able 
to run at 40kph on the road makes a huge difference. 
Travelling from one block to the other now takes half an hour 
compared with 45 minutes previously. 

…while still getting  
the output.”

“Being able to alter the 
angle of the cutterbar 

from the cab is a 
real bonus. It’s a real 

advantage when you get 
into laid or twisted crops.” 

Neil Armstrong
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Generally we’re churning out 10% more grain in a day, even with the green 
damp straw we inevitably end up in up here in north Northumberland.” 

Neil Armstrong

6362



“The increased output is 
fantastic and has really 
helped us this harvest as 
it’s been so catchy with 
showers and days of 
rain.”

Guthrie Whyte

LEXION 7500  |  Guthrie Whyte  |  Kincardineshire | August 2019

LEXION 7500

FARM Whyte Farmers near Laurencekirk, 
Kincardineshire

FARMED AREA 405ha (1000 acres)

CROPPING  spring barley 164ha (404 acres)  
winter wheat 113ha (280 acres)  
potatoes 53ha (130 acres)  
spring beans 40ha (100 acres)  
remainder in set-aside, grass margins and  
EFA areas

STAFF Guthrie Whyte plus two full-timers and another 
one at harvest

LEXION
HISTORY

 2007 570C  
2019 7500
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“Effortless  
          power…
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…even when  
chopping straw.”

Having run the same combine for the last 12 years, this 
season has seen a fairly significant changing of the guard at 
the Whyte family’s Bent Farm in eastern Scotland.   

“Our old LEXION 570C was fantastically reliable and we 
never really had any issues with it, but I was concerned that 
with 12 harvests under its belt we might be pushing our 
luck,” explains Guthrie Whyte.

“So last summer we had a demo of a new 760 as well as 
several other coloured machines. We were really impressed 
with it and so signed up to have one for this harvest.

“Once the deal was done we then were offered the option to 
switch to a pre-production 7500 so long as we kept it under 
our hats!

How has it performed?
“With the 7500 we can comfortably clear 10-12 acres 
an hour in 8-9t/ha spring barley so long as the weather 
behaves.” 

“That’s at least a third more than the old 570C. The 
increased output is fantastic and has really helped us this 
harvest as it’s been so catchy with showers and days of 
rain.”

Power
“The extra power really makes a difference. Previously the 
570C would be running well over 100% engine loading, 
when unloading on the move.

“The new machine never even gets close to that. It runs 
effortlessly even when chopping straw. In fact, I’m now 
starting to wonder if we should have had a bigger header.”

CEBIS 
“The new touchscreen is superb. It’s really easy to quickly 
access the settings you require and see what effect altering 
them has on the machine’s performance. You can’t really go 
wrong with it.”

Why CLAAS?
“Having seen how other makes of combine performed in the 
field last harvest, the LEXION clearly has the edge when it 
comes to output and losses.

“But ultimately our choice of machine is all based on the 
support we get from our dealer SELLARS. Their staff are just 
brilliant – they always make the effort to come out and make 
sure things are running smoothly and if we need anything 
they’ll bring it straight over. 

LEXION 7500 | Guthrie Whyte | Kincardineshire

“The new touchscreen is 
superb. You can’t really 
go wrong with it.”

Guthrie Whyte
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“With the 7500 we can comfortably clear 10-12acres an hour  
in 8-9t/ha spring barley so long as the weather behaves.” Guthrie Whyte 6968



FARM Rosebery Estates, near Edinburgh

FARMED AREA 1983ha (4900 acres)

CROPPING winter wheat 526ha (1300 acres) 
spring barley 323ha (800 acres) 
winter barley 121ha (300 acres) 
oilseed rape (OSR) 303ha (750 acres) 
spring oats 40ha (100 acres) 
spring beans 40ha (100 acres) 
fallow 120ha (296 acres) 
grass leys 200ha (494 acres)  
remainder in permanent pasture and woodland

LIVESTOCK 1270 Texel/Lleyn ewes plus followers

STAFF Andrew Smurthwaite plus 7 full-timers and another 3 part-time at harvest

CONVIO FLEX
“Being a true CLAAS product, 
it talks seamlessly with the 
LEXION CEBIS computer.”

Andrew Smurthwaite

Andrew Smurthwaite | East Lothian | August 201970



With land stretching across a 40-mile area from the banks 
of the Firth of Forth south into the Scottish Borders, 
Rosebery Estates has a wide variety of landscapes across 
its farmland.

Much of the cropped area is undulating, sloping ground 
which presents its challenges when trying to get the most 
out of a single high-output combine.

“We’ve seen our farmed area grow quite considerably in 
recent years,” explains farm manager Andrew Smurthwaite.

“But despite that we were determined to stick with only one 
combine – we didn’t need the logistical headaches or the 
extra costs of running two.”

While a six-year old LEXION 760 with 10.5m VARIO 
cutterbar had served the business well until 2017, it was 
becoming stretched with the extra land the estate had 
taken on, particularly in a difficult season. So last year it 
was swapped for a brand new 780 equipped with a 12m 
VARIO.

“We immediately saw a jump in output with the bigger 
combine and were happy with the job it was doing, but felt 
we could probably make more of it with a wider header.

“We wanted the extra width to reduce the number of 
combine passes and therefore help to limit soil damage, 
particularly because we’re often harvesting when ground 
conditions are less than ideal.

“But the real focus was to maximise the output of the 
combine to ensure we could complete harvest with one 
machine rather than two.”

So last season the team at Rosebery were given the 
opportunity to trial a prototype 13.8m CONVIO FLEX 
header. Pretty quickly it proved itself and convinced Mr 
Smurthwaite to order one for the 2019 season.

“The real focus was to maximise the 
output of the combine.” 

What benefits does it bring?
“Moving to the 13.8m CONVIO header we immediately saw 
a 15-20% increase in combine output.

“Much of that is down to the way the crop feeds into the 
machine. Using rubber belts rather than an auger to draw 
material to the centre means that everything arrives at the 
intake elevator head-first. That results in a much smoother 
flow of crop right through the combine.

“The belts also mean header losses are massively reduced 
in crops like oilseed rape and spring beans because they 
don’t tend to bunch and shed in front of the knife. It all 
just drops onto the table head-first before anything can 
escape.”

Why a CONVIO FLEX over a standard 
header?
“It’s all about topography really − a lot of the ground we 
farm is undulating and sloping so we wanted a header that 
was better able to follow the contours.

“Because the knife is able to flex by up to 25cm across 
its width it travels over the lumps and bumps and is less 
inclined to pick up stones.

“When you’ve got to get down low when the crop’s 
beginning to go over, it doesn’t tend to dive and start 
ploughing at one end or ride up and snip off just the ears at 
the other.”

What’s it like to set-up and adjust?
“Being a true CLAAS product rather than a draper header 
from a third party supplier, it talks seamlessly with the 
LEXION CEBIS computer. You get an extra settings page 
and the option to set up its functions on the standard 

hotkeys. You just plug it in and drive on as normal.”

“It’s really useful being able to adjust the speed of the belts 
to control the flow of material through the combine and fine-
tune it to exactly match forward speed.”

Other benefits?
“Being smoother and more flexible than steel tines, the 
plastic reel fingers seem to do a better job of pulling in laid 
crops without getting in a tangle.

“And being able to alter the angle of the header’s forward 
pitch is brilliant. If you’re going downhill you set it forward to 
keep the crop coming in and when you’ve got anything laid 
you can use it to scoop it off the deck without having to fit 
lifters.

“The other big plus point is that because there’s no auger 
to draw crop to the centre of the header, views down to the 
knife are so much better.

“That’s helped by being able to turn off the rape auger 
when it’s not needed so you’ve got fewer moving parts and 
less going on in front of you. It’s all easier on the eye.

“Lights inside the header help with visibility at night so you 
can see exactly how the crop is feeding in.”

Why CLAAS?
“I wasn’t keen on the idea of going to a third-party supplier 
for the header because I wasn’t convinced we’d get the 
excellent level of back-up that we do with Tommy Malcolm 
and the team from SELLARS. With the CONVIO we 
know we’ll get properly looked after all the way through.”  
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“We wanted the extra width to reduce the number of combine passes and 
therefore help to limit soil damage, particularly because we’re often harvesting 
when ground conditions are less than ideal.”  Andrew Smurthwaite 7372



LEXION 660

LEXION 660 TERRA TRAC | J & M Marmion | Co. Meath | August 2019

Making the most of the weather 
Changing make of combine in 2017 to a LEXION 660 
TERRA TRAC has proved a wise investment for the Marmion 
family, giving them the ability to make the most of available 
weather windows. 

Brian and Ronan Marmion are now the fifth generation of the 
Marmion family on their farm at Ashbourne in County Meath, 
where the whole farm is down to cereals.

In addition to TERRA TRACS, the LEXION 660 was 
specified with a VARIO 770 cutterbar. It also has the optional 
3XL spout so as to avoid trailers driving on the swath and 
damaging the straw, which with no livestock on the farm 
(other that three dogs) is all baled and sold for bedding or 
mushroom compost.

Impressed with new VARIO
‘When we initially looked at the LEXION in 2016, one of 
the biggest plusses was the new VARIO cutterbar. It’s very 
impressive and the ease with which you can alter the knife 
distance in different crops and conditions, and push it right 
out for oilseed rape without adding filler plates, means that 
you can always get the head to fall right for feeding into the 
combine. This then helps the flow right the way through the 
machine. Also putting on or taking off the side knife is so 
simple and just a five minute job.

“Thanks to the APS system the flow through the combine 
is far smoother and we get none of the ‘woofing’ or surging 
that we used to with our previous combine.”

The only time the chopper is engaged is for oilseed rape, 
but here again the SPECIAL CUT II chopper has proved a 
considerable improvement on what they had before. “The 
feed into the chopper on the old combine was just not big 
enough, which was a huge problem and forever blocking. 
The chopper on the LEXION is brilliant and we just never get 
a blockage now.”

Clean sample
The Marmion’s also opted for TM6 sieves in place of the 
standard sieves. “These have been a huge help. They 
definitely help in keeping the sample cleaner and we are not 
getting the problems we used to have,” says Ronan.

Narrow road width
“The TERRA TRACs make a great difference when going 
down the road. Our old combine was about 4.2m wide on 
the road, but the LEXION, which has 600-55 R26.5 tyres on 
the back, is just 3.5m, so it’s far easier to move around.

“We look to get the most out of the straw and cut as low as 
possible, so the tracks provide a very stable platform for the 
cutterbar and leave an even stubble.”

Why CLAAS?
“Our harvest is well spread out, and the Irish weather at 
times doesn’t help,” states Ronan. “With LEINSTER FARM 
MACHINES we know they will be straight out if there is a 
problem.” 

“This was the LEXION 660’s third harvest and it has now 
done over 850 hours, but we have never had to touch it. 
Overall it gives us the capacity to comfortably clear 24ha 
a day. The LEXION is easy to set up and operate, lack of 
power is never an issue and the fuel consumption is better, 
with a tank lasting at least 40ha in the right conditions.”   

FARM J & M Marmion, Ashbourne, Co Meath

FARMED AREA 520ha

CROPPING winter wheat 280ha (700 acres) 
winter Barley 80ha (200 acres) 
oilseed rape (OSR) 80ha (200 acres) 
winter oats 80ha (200 acres)

STAFF The Marmion family (John and Michael, plus 
Michael’s sons Ronan and Brian) plus one 
other full time
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This was the LEXION 660’s third harvest and it has now done over 850 
hours, but we have never had to touch it. Overall it gives us the capacity 
to comfortably clear 24ha a day.  Ronan Marmion 7776



TUCANO 560 
MONTANA

TUCANO 560 MONTANA | Simon Walker | Somerset | August 2019

“The obvious option was the HYBRID TUCANO, which could 
provide the capacity without the width.”  Simon Walker

A TUCANO MONTANA may appear a bit over the top for a 
combine working in Somerset’s sloping fields, but its owner/
operator Simon Walker believes the self-levelling system is 
very easy to justify. With local geography and topography 
also important considerations Simon’s decision to buy a 
new CLAAS TUCANO 560 MONTANA was a no-brainer  
for him.

“Our own land and contracting operations are spread 
across a fairly wide area and some fields do have quite 
steep slopes. We had operated a straw-walker LEXION 
630 MONTANA before and this convinced me to have the 
same self-levelling again,” says Simon who works on the 
family farm, based at Haddon Farm, North Petherton near 
Bridgwater.

Ready for more 
“With contracting, our combine covers about 400ha/year 
and we would like to do more,” says Simon. “We bale all our 
own straw and sell it locally and to farms in the south west. 
So that makes straw quality out of the back of the machine 
a big consideration, too,” he explains.

“The obvious option was the HYBRID TUCANO, which 
could provide the capacity without the width,” he adds.

Simon opted for the 354hp, TUCANO 560 model, which 
still employs the APS threshing system. It is the smallest 
HYBRID, which instead of straw walkers, uses a single, 4.2m 
long and 570mm diameter rotor for separation. 

“We have a range of fields - some quite flat, some sloping 
while others are fairly steep. I definitely noticed that with the 
MONTANA the losses were much less. But also it makes 
it so much easier for the driver, not having to perch on the 
edge of the seat on side slopes.

“It also helps maintain capacity because I don’t have to slow 
down to reduce the load on the separation system, and it 
cuts losses. With that, as well as making it easier for me 
to drive and the better traction, I reckon it pays for itself,” 
Simon adds.

Self-levelling 
Self-levelling runs automatically, although there is a manual 
override, compensating for side slopes of up to 18% using 
hydraulic rams to turn the portals on the drive axle. This 
keeps the machine level and prevents overloading the sides 
of the pan and sieves.

The combine is fitted with a 6.78m (22ft) wide VARIO 680 
cutterbar.  “I don’t expect many combines go out without 

anything other than a VARIO now, do they?” he wonders. 
“Being able to shift the knife forwards and backwards is 
such a great help in all crops, I wouldn’t consider not using 
one anymore.”

CEBIS
“I like the new CEBIS terminal, it’s very user friendly. It’s 
operation is also up to date – using your fingertips, just like 
an iPad.”

Simon also specified the CLAAS S10 terminal with GPS, 
along with TELEMATICS. “We are yield mapping to 
investigate ways to even up the yields across the field.” 

These extra features, along with the step up in size has 
delivered the 10% to 15% extra capacity he was after. “In 
average conditions the terminal shows I am harvesting 
2.4ha/ha. In our higher yielding fields of wheat the output is 
between 30t-36t/hr, and I am happy with both,” says Simon.

But overall capacity is not just about the combine, he 
adds “Although we have 400ha to cut, it’s spread across 
wheat, barley, oilseed rape, beans and peas. Our land and 
contracting is across a range of altitudes as well, which also 
helps even out and spread the workload.”  
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“We are yield mapping to investigate ways to even up  
the yields across the field.”  Simon Walker 8180



Our combine line up for the 2020 season:

LEXION HYBRID 7000 and 8000 series 7400 - 8900TT LEXION STRAW WALKER series 620 - 670TT TUCANO series 320 – 580 MONTANA AVERO series 240 - 320



claas.co.uk


